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ADDITIONAL LINES FOR INCLUSION IN THE RUSSIAN THOROUGHBRED STUD BOOK
Detailed below are two lists of horses which are put forward for ratification by ISBC Members
to be included within the Russian Thoroughbred Stud Book. The respective evidence of
authenticity is appended.

List A comprises horses which have had their pedigrees checked and verified by the designated
Reviewer of the Russian Stud Book, Dr. Hubert Uphaus, alongside the Consultant Keeper of the
Russian Stud Book, Dr. Orudzh Suleymanov. For all listed horses extended pedigrees with
verifiable foaling references are attached, tracing along all lines of pedigree to horses which are
themselves designated as Thoroughbred. Pedigree problems have not been determined.
List B comprises a line for which the following pedigree problems have been revealed:
The broodmare MILYA (SU) does trace back in her distaff line to a mare named GRENZBURG,
which is a typical World War II case. She is born in an area which belonged to Poland, but which
was occupied by the Nazis at that time (so called Warthegau). There has no official foaling
reference been published, neither in the German nor in the Polish Stud Book. However, the
birth of GRENZBURG is recorded in the German “Warthegau Liste” (Attachment 1), which is a
comprehensive handwritten listing of foals born in the Warthegau region in the years 1940 to
1943. GRENZBURG raced in Austria (4 starts in 1942, 17 starts in 1943, 12 starts in 1944) and
then was confiscated by the Russians. A copy of the respective covering reference (Attachment
2) is attached.
GAVERNESSE (RU), the third dam of GRENZBURG, was born in Russia in 1916. However, there is
no foaling reference published in the Tsarist Stud Book, which is the case for several other
broodmares having been accepted retrospectively as Thoroughbreds by ISBC during the past
years. The respective covering reference is attached (Attachment 3).

LIST A – APPROVED LINES (WITH PEDIGREES) FOR INCLUSION IN THE RUSSIAN STUD BOOK
1. GUDRON (SU), bay stallion, born on 07.01.1981, SUSB Vol. 9, p. 460,
by Gazolin II (SU) out of Ruta (SU)
2. BERESTA (SU), chest. mare, born on 22.02.1987, SUSB Vol. 10, p. 254
by Rampun (SU) out of Bageriya (SU)
3. DIASTOLA (SU), chest. mare, born on 15.04.1985, SUSB Vol. 10, p. 497
by Start (SU) out of Duma (SU)
4. ERNESSA (SU), bay mare, born on 04.02.1981, SUSB Vol. 9, p. 317)
by Skarb (SU) out of Eola (SU)
5. GARTOBA (SU), chest. mare, born on 16.05.1988, SUSB Vol. 10, p. 389
by Asuan (SU) out of Gelika (SU)
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6. GIZA (SU), chest. mare, born on 15.02.1980, SUSB Vol. 9, p. 226
by Ashkhabad (SU) out of Gorozi (SU)
7. GODYNA (SU), bay mare, born on 17.02.1983, SUSB Vol. 9, p. 209
by Debet (SU) out of Galaasiya (SU)
8. GUNGASHAN (SU), bay mare, born on 27.03.1987, SUSB Vol. 10, p. 403
by Gadyach (SU) out of Geya (SU)
9. SIREN (SU), chest. mare, born on 05.01.1985, SUSB Vol. 10, p. 762
by Raut (SU) out of Slezinka (SU)
10. GALIZGA (GEO), bay mare, born on 01.02.1992
by Gabrov (SU) out of Gudura (SU)

LIST B – APPROVED LINE (WITH PEDIGREE) FOR INCLUSION IN THE RUSSIAN STUD BOOK
1. MILYA (SU), bay mare, born on 27.12.1987, SUSB Vol. 10, p. 576
by Magdeburg (SU) out of Lil (SU)

RSB = The Russian Thoroughbred Stud Book
SUSB = Soviet Union Stud Book,
With the exception of Galizga (GEO) the foaling reference is shown for each horse.
Galizga (GEO), 1992 should have been published in RSB volume 1

